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Contact email - lyng4broadband@gmail.com
Stop Press: Fast Broadband Deal Secured for Lyng Area

Norfolk Broadband Strategy Document

Panoramic photo of the pole site overlooking the village - wifi broadcast will be 12m above ground level.

We are there with Rapid Waters!

Norfolk C C have stood down to allow a comercial company , Rapid Waters Ltd, to look into providing broadband for Lyng. They are based in Lenwad
and have purchased capacity from BT. The scheme originated by County should move forward quicker and provide a similar service with speeds up to
18 meg or even to 30 megs - a 10 times increase in speed!
FAQs
What is it?
The scheme will be wifi from a pole as the original plan. Fibre will be blown down the Lyng Rd using BT ducts from the cables running along the
Fakenham Road. This will be linked to the pole via Manor Farm. The service is encrypted for security.
What's different from my existing internet service?
Rapid Waters would be the internet service provider with a 24 hour/day and 7 day/week technical support.. No line rental is required and it is on an
annual contract. There will not be a need for a broadband code(MAC code) to migrate to this service - just cancel any contract with your present
broadband provider (although charges may apply)- if you have one!
Who can get this service?

Most people in Lyng and the immediate area around will be able to get it. They need to be able to get a 'line of sight' connection to a pole
on the rising ground between the School and Heath Road.. This line of sight is from a receiver 30cms x 9cms which can be attached to the TV aerial
support on your house, or to the wall near your roof. If you are not in line of sight, you may be able to receive a signal indirectly from a neighbour's arie
The installer will check to see if you can receive a good signal.
How much does it cost?
Equipment and installation will cost £88.33 (including a router) and the monthly fee is £13.32
Telephone services can be provided if requested without the BT line rental.
Terms and conditions are included on the application form.
Above exclusive of VAT and based on a12 month contract.
Is it different from my current service?
The only difference, is speed!
Who runs the service?
Rapid Waters Ltd
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What do I need to do?

If you want the service email your details now to - lyng4broadband@gmail.com
Broadband speed test* available at http://www.broadbandspeedchecker.co.uk/# which puts you on a local map,
allowing comparisons of landline download/upload in the area!

To do this start the speed test until dials read 0 and a new menu appears on the righthand side, then click on 'See results in your area' tab, complete broadband package
details and postcode. Finally click red tab - 'Show speeds..' and your speed will appear on the map.
* only applicable to landlines
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